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Above: Full service options include pond, fountain and waterfall 

construction, as well as waterscape supply and maintenance. The 

trick is finding exactly what fits each person’s needs. For a private 

residence, a six-foot-wide waterfall curtain matched the vision of 

the homeowner; the water pours over lush lichens and moss to help 

establish a backyard sanctuary. 

LeFT: What makes for a picturesque setting? Water. When a photo studio 

contacted us to create the perfect backdrop, I gave them something that 

would work for multiple angles and sustain a large amount of people. 

Surrounding forest, peaceful waters and perfectly placed driftwood makes 

for ideal photographs.

Photographs by Caleb Langeslag, Aqua eden 

“In a fast-pace, high-stress world, 
people need a chance to slow 
down, relax and appreciate 
nature. Our work provides  
that chance.”

—Jake Langeslag
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“Our goal is to keep people guessing if our water features were 
actually manmade or placed there by Mother Nature herself. As an 
outdoor enthusiast and student of ecology, biology and chemistry, I 
love the challenge of re-creating some of Earth’s greatest elements.”

—Jake Langeslag

Above: A family that entertains regularly needs outdoor space for their 

lifestyle; well-planned ponds can provide just the setting for parties and 

gatherings. The home’s large windows let in the view of both the waterscape 

and the surrounding woodland.

FACIng PAge: one of my first hobbies was bird watching; and when I realized 

birds possess a strong attraction to moving water, I became enamored with the 

relationship between the two. Knowing this, I create ponds and waterscapes to 

complement the natural appeal of animals. The colors of an eastern bluebird 

become even more vivid and dynamic when set against an organic background. 

Likewise, the clear waters of a koi pond show off the grace and agility of the 

ancient Japanese fish below, topped off by a hearty, pink water lily.   

Photographs by Caleb Langeslag, Aqua eden
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“A culmination of my education and talents has led to my title as the 
pondologist™. This role encompasses my commitment to educate the 
public and further ecological understanding.”

—Jake Langeslag

Above: Waterscapes change with the seasons; autumn gives off some of the 

year’s best colors.

Photograph by Jake Langeslag, the pondologist™

FACIng PAge ToP: As each person has different taste, each pond reflects that 

and takes on a different personality. People often ask us to include statues and 

decorations, such as a replica of a young fisherman, and others request a purely 

natural look. 

Photograph by Caleb Langeslag, Aqua eden

FACIng PAge boTTom: once an onlooker notices the details of a waterscape, 

the charm takes over—the settings draw people in. Whether it’s an American 

robin, vertical rock columns or an overlaid branch, small elements make all 

the difference.

Photograph facing page bottom left by Jake Langeslag, the pondologist™

Photograph facing page bottom middle & right by Caleb Langeslag, 

Aqua eden
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